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ABSTRACT
Generic Bordeaux red wine (basic claret) can be regarded as being similar to an agricultural
commodity. Production volumes are substantial, they are traded at high frequency and the
quality of the product is relatively homogeneous. Unlike other commodities and the top-end
wines (which represent only 3% of the traded volume), there is no futures market for generic
Bordeaux wine. Reliable forecasts of prices can to large extent replace this information deficiency
and improve the functioning of the market. We use state-space methods with monthly data to
obtain a univariate forecasting model for the average price. The estimates highlight the stochas-
tic trend and the seasonality present in the evolution of the price over the period 1999 to 2016.
The model predicts the path of wine prices out of sample reasonably well, suggesting that this
approach is useful for making reasonably accurate forecasts of future price movements.
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I. Introduction

Price forecasting in commodity markets plays a cru-
cial role in market participants’ decision-making.
Investment plans and buying and selling decisions
in these markets are based on price expectations. A
huge literature exists on forecasting commodity
prices. The different approaches adopted include
identifying the underlying fundamentals that deter-
mine commodity prices such as storage and demand
variables (Williams and Wright 2005); forecasting
price movements on the basis of futures prices
(Fama and French 1987; Tomek 1997); basing com-
modity price forecasts on exchange rates (Chen,
Rogoff, and Rossi 2010); using co-movements across
commodity prices to forecast individual commodity
prices (West and Wong 2014); applying neural net-
works (Kohzadi et al. 1996); and estimating some
form of time series model such as GARCH (Wei,
Wang, and Huang 2010).

Wine however appears to be an exception: there is a
signal lack of prediction tools for a sector which is worth
more than 300 billion USD in 2015 globally.1 Wine-
makers, sellers, buyers and investors, all seek reliable
price forecasts. However, the wine economics literature

does not really address this issue. Ashenfelter (2008) and
Oczkowski (2010) have attempted to forecast fine wine
prices based on hedonic regressions. This approach
allows predictions of the price of given wine at time t
according to its characteristics. However, the hedonic
regression by its very nature is not the most suitable
method for price forecasting (i.e. a price prediction for
t + n). More recently, Yeo, Fletcher, and Shawe-Taylor
(2015) have used machine-learning methods for pre-
dicting returns on fine wines, thus treating them as
investments. However, these few approaches have
been confined to wines at the top-end of the market.

However, these top-end wines represent no more
than 3% of the total production of Bordeaux wine.
Generic Bordeaux red wine (basic claret) represents
about 40% or 2 million hectolitres of the total produc-
tion. Bordeaux generic wine can be considered to
large extent in the same way as an agricultural com-
modity in the sense that large volumes are traded at a
high frequency, and the quality is fairly constant over
time. However, unlike most agricultural commod-
ities, there is no futures market.2 There is no ‘future
price’ for wine: market participants do not possess the
information necessary to form expectations.

CONTACT Jean-Marie Cardebat jean-marie.cardebat@u-bordeaux.fr Avenue Léon Duguit 33600, Pessac, France
1Mordor Intelligence, Global Wine Market – Growth, Trends and Forecasts (2017–2022), 2017.
2For top-end wines, there is the primeur market which involves purchasing the latest vintage, while is still aging in the barrel and before it is bottled. Based
on tasting from the barrel, a price is struck for delivery at some later date.
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Forecasting future wine prices can therefore play
a role in providing agents in the Bordeaux generic
wine market with information permitting them to
form expectations of price movements which
improve the management of stocks, and thereby
increase market efficiency. Prices are subject to
quite large variations and create uncertainty for the
actors in this market with regard to buying and
selling decisions, and so there is a useful role for
price forecasting. The purpose of this paper is to fill
this gap by using a state-space approach in order to
provide forecasts of the price of generic Bordeaux
red wine.

One reason for why this has not already been
undertaken is the lack of availability of appropriate
data. We obtained monthly data for price, volume
and the number of contracts, along with annual
harvest quantities directly from the Bordeaux wine
trade professional organization (CIVB), for the per-
iod 1999 to 2016. Using state-space methods (see e.g.
Harvey 1989) to obtain forecasts of Bordeaux generic
wine prices, we estimate a univariate model for the
average price of wine. The estimated model is used
to make in sample and out of sample predictions.
The quality of the predictions is generally good. In
cases when the predictions may be poor for a given
period, future predictions are brought back on track
due to the efficiency of updating mechanism of the
Kalman filter.

The interest of this paper is then threefold. First,
it fills the gap in the wine economics literature
where the price of generic wines has been largely
ignored; however, these wines represent largest the
traded volume. The issue of price forecasting has
received virtually no attention unlike other com-
modities. Second, the paper contributes to the price
forecasting literature in the commodity sector.
Third, the quality of the predictions made with
this approach could be useful for the wine profes-
sionals and help them in forming their expecta-
tions. The paper begins by setting out the market
context and reviewing the literature on the deter-
minants of wine prices in Section II. The data and
the econometric approach used are described in
Section III, and the estimates and forecasting prop-
erties are examined in Section IV. Brief conclusions
are presented in Section V.

II. Market context and existing literature

According to the Observatoire International du Vin
(OIV), the Bordeaux wine region is of interest
because it is the biggest wine-producing area in the
world.3 Since the 2000s, fine wine has been increas-
ingly treated as a financial asset (Masset and
Henderson 2010) and a large strand of the wine
economics literature has focused on the determinants
of Bordeaux wine prices at the top end of the market.
The aim is usually to identify the major influences
using the hedonic price approach (see e.g. Cardebat
and Figuet, 2004). However, these top-end wines
represent no more than 3% of the total production
of Bordeaux wine. The Bordeaux region comprises 57
‘appellations’ or AOCs and the prominent wine type
among these is the Bordeaux AOC or generic (basic
claret). This AOC represents about 40% or 2 million
hectolitres of the total production of Bordeaux wines.

Like the top-end wines, the price of Bordeaux gen-
eric AOC wine has also increased since the mid 2000s,
following a period of decline and stagnation from 1997
to 2004 (see Figure 1). The wholesale claret market was
dogged by overproduction throughout the 1990s and
up to the mid 2000s. The ‘Bordeaux plan’ was agreed
between producers and the Ministry of Agriculture,
and implemented in 2006. The aim was to bring an
end to overproduction through a massive reduction in
growing capacity (in which vineyards were destroyed).
At the same time demand has expanded: while French
and continental European demand has been declining
for more than 30 years, there was a substantial increase
in demand from Asia. The combination of reduced
production and higher demand led to a significant
turnaround in prices. Weak harvests at the beginning
of the 2010s in Bordeaux also contributed to a tighter
market and further fuelled increases in price.

This increase in price occurred in spite of more
intensive competition from foreign producers.
Spain is the world leader in both wholesale wine
production and in export terms, as well as prices
are three times lower than those in France and Italy
(based on OIV data, reference in footnote 3). While
the price of Bordeaux red wine has remained buoy-
ant, its market shares have been declining.
Australian wines increased their market shares to
the detriment of Bordeaux red wines in the US, UK

3See OIV, http://www.oiv.int/fr/bases-de-donnees-et-statistiques.
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and Chinese markets, and have seen the fastest
growth in exports. Since 2000 Chile has emerged
as a major player and is now in fourth place behind
France, Italy and Spain.

The functioning of the Bordeaux generic wine
market is characterized by the risk aversion of pro-
ducers who hold limited stocks (the average is
usually comprised between 0.5 and 1 times the har-
vest, based on CIVB data) and decide on how much
wine to put on the market while seeking to avoid
being unable to supply the market should there be a
bad harvest in the following year. For instance, a
buyer (who must first be registered on the market
at CIVB) wishes to purchase a quantity of claret to
be sold under its own label and approaches an inter-
mediary: the offer is opened up to producers who
will sell some of their existing stock depending on
the price and their need for cash revenue. However,
it will also depend on the extent of remaining stock,
since the producer will always desire to hold some
wine back in case the next harvest is not a good one
in volume terms.4

The next harvest will depend on climatic factors
which affect the survival of the grape on the vine
once the latter flowers. Through the spring frost may
kill the grape flower and during the following
months hail storms may damage the grapes.

General precipitation and lack thereof at particular
points in time through the cultivation period will
also be relevant factors, and there could be problems
due to certain diseases (Jones and Davis 2000).
Taken together, the decision to sell part of existing
stocks will be more likely to occur once the producer
has less uncertainty concerning the size of forthcom-
ing harvest. Thus, there will be more sales in volume
terms after the period of risk of frost is over, and
then again when the nature of the summer weather
has been ascertained. There is also the matter of
freeing up space for stocking the new harvest. This
suggests that over a 12-month period there will be
variable supply giving rise to seasonality in prices.

The wine economics literature focuses on price
determinants and price dynamics, but not on price
forecasting. A recent paper used machine-learning
methods to predict returns on fine wines (Yeo,
Fletcher, and Shawe-Taylor 2015). Here, we are con-
cerned by the price rather than the return since
generic wine cannot be laid down and re-sold. The
storage period cannot exceed 3 years for a generic
wine without a deterioration in quality. The determi-
nants of wine prices, usually modelled by hedonic
regressions, are the quality signals revealed on the
label or/and based on the opinions of wine experts.
The quality signals on the labels are manifold. The

Figure 1. Monthly average price of generic Bordeaux red wine.

4While there are three recognized quality levels within the AOC, since the label only refers to the ‘terroir’ and composition of grape varieties, quality plays
only a small role in this particular market.
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vintage is an indicator of quality for people with
substantial knowledge (the vintages are more or less
good depending on the weather, especially in
European wine producing-countries). Official rank-
ings (like Grands Crus classés in Bordeaux region)
are a well-known signal of quality rooted in a long
history (from 1855 for the Médoc ranking for
instance). Obviously, the brand and the denomination
of origin (DO) are also major determinants of the
price. Both are reputation variables. The brand name
is a signal of individual reputation, whereas the DO is
a signal of collective reputation, but both affect the
price (Costanigro, McCluskey, and Goemans 2010;
Schamel 2009; Frick and Simmons 2013).

Experts’ scores and wine trade competition
medals or awards are also important quality signals,
especially Robert Parker’s grades (see Ali, Lecocq,
and Visser 2008). There is a consensus in the litera-
ture on their significant positive impact on wine
prices (for a survey see Storchmann 2012), although
these scores are often biased (Cardebat, Figuet, and
Paroissien 2014; Oczkowski 2016) and sometimes
dubious (Hodgson 2008). One interesting aspect of
this literature about wine experts is that climatic
conditions during the growing and the harvest sea-
sons are also a major predictor of the scores
(Ashenfelter 2008; Cardebat and Livat 2016) and of
the price of wine (Jones and Storchmann 2001;
Lecocq and Visser 2006; Dubois and Nauges 2010;
Cardebat, Figuet, and Paroissien 2014).

The majority of these determinants make sense
only for fine wines obviously, especially experts’
grades, or ranking. However meteorological condi-
tions also have an impact on the price of generic
wines where the impact is measured in terms of
volume (whereas for fine wines it is viewed more
in terms of quality) and thereby prices in the generic
wine market. In fact, this segment of the wine mar-
ket can be considered in the same way as agricultural
production where volume appears as the driver of
the price. Even though the wine economics literature
has not yet explored this aspect of the wine market,
it would be interesting to note that generic wine
prices could be driven by strategic storage behaviour.
Such an explanation is traditional in agricultural
literature since the seminal paper of Gustafson
(1958) and well illustrated by Williams and Wright
(2005). Gouel (2012) also offers a synthetic presenta-
tion of the different storage models developed in the

agricultural field, especially when exogenous shocks
(like unfavourable climatic conditions) affect the
supply. While these factors will be relevant for the
overall trend in wine prices, they may be less rele-
vant for explaining the short-run movements found
in monthly price series.

III. Data and model specification

The specific series that we use is the monthly average
price per barrel (containing 900 l) for the period late
1999 to June 2016. The average is taken of the prices
in contracts signed in the period. Information is also
available on the volume sold and the number of
contracts signed. The price series (Figure 1) shows
a trend decline between 2000 and 2005, then rises
slightly before falling back to its 2005 level in 2010.
Thereafter the price rises sharply, almost exponen-
tially, to a record in early 2014 before falling back
slightly over the remainder of 2014 and remaining in
a limited range. It is interesting to note that the
volumes of sales do not vary in the same way (see
Figure 2) and on their own cannot explain why the
price increases dramatically after 2010. The role of
the grape harvest will be factor since there are at
least two disappointing harvests in the period exam-
ined (in 2008 and 2013; see Figure 3).

The price series is analysed using a state-space
model which is estimated for the purposes of pre-
dicting wine prices. This kind of model is based on
the notion that a series can be decomposed into
trend, cycle, seasonal and irregular components.
The first three constitute a pattern of regularity in
the data, but each of the components is inherently
unobservable. Sometimes certain variables can be
used as proxies such as a GDP measure for the
cyclical component, but this often proves unsatisfac-
tory. The different components can be replaced by
artificial scales (linear trends and dummy variables),
resulting in a deterministic representation of these
components. In the state-space approach, pioneered
in econometric modelling by Harvey (1989), and set
out very clearly in an accessible form for practi-
tioners in Commandeur and Koopman (2007),
these components are treated as unobservable and
stochastic. The deterministic formulation is in fact a
special case in these models. From a forecasting
point of view, the flexibility of the state-space
approach allows previous forecast errors to be
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rapidly taken into account in the modelling of the
different components so that future forecasts will be
more accurate. Such an approach is both a useful
benchmark for evaluating richer models and also has
the advantage of requiring no more data than on the
series to be predicted.

The series for wine prices over the period covered
potentially contains stochastic trend, seasonal and
irregular components5:

yt ¼ μt þ γt þ εt εt,NID 0; σ2ε
� �

(1)

where εt is the irregular term and μt is the stochastic
trend determined as

μt ¼ μt�1 þ βt�1 þ ηt (2)

where βt is the slope of the trend and is also
stochastic:

βt ¼ βt�1 þ ζt (3)

The stochastic terms ηt and ζt are assumed to have zero
means and their variances are σ2η and σ2ζ , respectively.

In fact, it is assumed that ηt,NID 0; σ2η
� �

and

ζt,NID 0; σ2ζ

� �
. If the estimated variance of either of

these components is close to zero, then that compo-
nent can be treated as being deterministic. If σ2ζ ¼ 0

Figure 3. Monthly sales volumes.
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Figure 2. Annual harvest of generic Bordeaux red wine.

5A cyclical component is not included since the time period is short, and any cyclical movements will be subsumed into the trend and seasonal components.
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then the slope β is constant across the sample period
since βt ¼ βt�1. If σ

2
η ¼ 0 then the trend is determinis-

tic. The seasonal component, γt, can bemodelled using
dummies plus a stochastic term for each
month j ¼ 1; 2; ::::; 12:

γjt ¼ γjt;�1 þ ωjt ωjt,NID 0; σ2ω
� �

Only one of these components affects the dependent
variable at a given time and so:

γt ¼ γjt for t ¼ 1; 2; ::::;T

If ωjt has a zero variance (σ2ω ¼ 0) then the season-
ality is deterministic.

The different parameters of the model are obtained
using Gaussian state-space methods, involving the
Kalman filter and maximum-likelihood estimation.
The estimates of the variances of the different sto-
chastic terms and the predictions presented here were
obtained using version 8 of the STAMP software
package (Koopman et al. 2007).

IV. Model estimates and forecasting properties

The first stage of the approach is to estimate the
hyperparameters, i.e. the variances of the different
components. If the estimate of any of these is close
to zero, then the component can be treated as deter-
ministic. The estimated variances of the slope and
seasonal components are small relative to the var-
iance of the irregular term (see Table 1). In this basic
specification, there is some evidence of mild auto-
correlation among the residuals and the normality
test fails. Given the dynamics embedded in the spe-
cification of the components – for example, the
trend is specified as a random walk with drift –
and the way in which seasonality is modelled, the
inclusion of lagged values in this kind of model is
not always necessary. However the addition of 12
lags removes the autocorrelation, although only the
first, ninth, tenth and twelfth lags are statistically
significant at conventional levels. There is no indica-
tion of the presence of heteroscedasticity, and the
normality test is satisfactory.

The second stage arises out of the estimation
process, in which an estimate of the different com-
ponents is made at each point in time through the
sample period and these are presented in Figure 4.
The trend or level component is clearly stochastic

and tracks the actual price of wine quite closely. It
would be difficult to model the path of wine prices
with a deterministic trend specification. The stochas-
tic nature of seasonal component is apparent from
the fact that the seasonal variation in prices is less
pronounced after 2006. This feature of price varia-
tion links in with the nature of the behaviour of
Bordeaux wine producers mentioned in the intro-
duction, where uncertainty about the size of the
grape harvest is attenuated or exacerbated at certain
points in the year. However, the impact on price is
not that substantial relative to the trend component.
The irregular term picks up the remainder of the
variation in prices.

This univariate model has no explanatory content
although the movements in the trend and seasonal
components can be linked to underlying economic
factors such as overseas demand and size of harvest.
The major advantage of this approach is the possi-
bility of producing forecasts without having to pre-
dict the values of any explanatory variables or to
define a scenario for the future. However, in any
exercise in forecasting there are unpredictable fac-
tors which will undermine the accuracy of the fore-
casts. Furthermore, pure forecasting, i.e. of months
and years to come, is unverifiable at the time of
making the predictions. Thus in order to assess the
adequacy of the model, we examine the extent to
which it predicts the trajectory of wine prices in two
ways. The first is to examine the one-step ahead
predictions of the model within the sample period
and compare the predicted and observed values. The
second is to make unconditional forecasts by truncat-
ing the sample used to estimate the model para-
meters and state vector at certain points in time,
and then forecast say 6 months ahead out of sample.
The latter can be compared to the observed out-
comes as if one were forecasting the future path of
wine prices. It is unlikely that forecasts over a longer
horizon than 6 months are likely to be meaningful in
view of the stochastic nature of the trend.

The one-step predictions are made for the period
from January 2014 to the end of the sample period
(see Figure 5). This within sample predictive perfor-
mance is satisfactory in statistical terms, in the sense
that the predictions and the observed values both
inside the 90% confidence interval except for 1
month (October 2014) and only at this point does
the CUSUM plot lie outside the confidence interval. It

6



Trend or level (in red, actual price in black)

Seasonal and irregular components

Figure 4. Estimated model components.

Table 1. Estimated component variances and diagnostic tests.
Dependent variable: price of Bordeaux AOC red wine No lagged dependent variables Twelve lags on the dependent variable

Estimated component variances
Trend 1309.35 99.54
Slope 0.330 0.064
Seasonal 0.609 1.433
Irregular 206.57 577.28
Diagnostic tests* (5% critical value in parentheses)
Autocorrelation (24th order) 38.81 (χ221 ¼ 32:67) 15.239 (χ221 ¼ 32:67)
Heteroscedasticity 0.86 (F 64; 64ð Þ ¼ 1:51) 0.680 (F 56; 56ð Þ ¼ 1:56)
Normality 13.25 (χ22 ¼ 5:99) 1.839 (χ22 ¼ 5:99)
Number of observations 205 193

*See Harvey (1989) for descriptions of these tests (pp. 258–260).
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is important to note that whenever there is a predic-
tion error, the one-step predictions quickly come
back onto track and CUSUM plot begins to return
towards zero. This capacity to rapidly correct predic-
tion errors underlines the efficiency of state-space
methods for forecasting purposes. Unconditional
price forecasts are made for the period January to
June 2016 and are grouped around the observed
prices (see Figure 6). The overall forecasting ability
of the model for the latter end of the sample period

would appear to be highly satisfactory and is superior
to the predictions from a simple random walk (given
by the dotted line in the figure).

In order to assess the forecasting performance
of the approach in a more general fashion, we
examine forecast accuracy for a certain number of
sub-periods. The monthly average price of
Bordeaux generic wine reaches its maximum
value for the sample period in April 2014. In
Figure 7, four consecutive 6-month sub-periods

One step predictions 

CUSUM plot 

Figure 5. One-step predicted and actual prices and CUSUM plot for 2014:1 to 2016:VI (with 90% confidence intervals) – blue line is
the prediction and red line is the observed value.
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are defined beginning with January 2014. The
model is estimated up to the month prior to the
beginning of each sub-period, and unconditional
forecasts are made for the following 6-month
period. In this way, the ability of the model to
provide accurate forecasts during the period
when the wine price peaked and then fell away
quite dramatically before stabilizing can be
assessed. The outcomes are presented in Figure 8.

In three of the four sub-periods, the forecasting
performance is highly satisfactory and generally
superior to predictions from a simple random
walk. However, the model fails to predict the extent
of the decrease in wine prices in the second half of
2014: the prediction for July 2014 is already on the
lower limit of the confidence interval, and the fore-
cast error gets progressively worse thereafter.
However, when the experience of 2014 is integrated

Figure 6. Unconditional forecasts 2016:I to 2016:VI (with one standard error confidence intervals) – red line is the forecast and blue
dots are the observed price.

I II III IV

Figure 7. Sub-periods for forecast evaluation.
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in the model, the forecasts for 2015 are far more
satisfactory and improve as the sample period is
extended through 2015. This exercise shows both
the strengths and weaknesses of a univariate state-
space model. Additional sample information is used
efficiently to rapidly correct prediction errors. This is
due to the way in which the model is estimated using
the error decomposition form of the log likelihood
and the Kalman filter. But there is little in the model
that is capable of predicting a major turning point in
a series and the subsequent depth of negative price
shock. A multivariate or structural model would in
principle be better in this respect. However, there is
a trade-off in terms of the information requirements
when producing forecasts: no information about the
future is required in a univariate model. In a multi-
variate or structural model, the future paths of expla-
natory variables and/or the elaboration of a relevant
scenario for the future in terms of exchange rate
policy, environmental factors or the state of the

economies where generic Bordeaux red wine is pur-
chased must be defined.

V. Conclusions

Due to their flexibility and ability to adapt to new
information, state-space methods have a number of
strengths in forecasting the path of time series vari-
ables. In the context of generic Bordeaux red wine
prices, these methods highlight the stochastic trend
and the seasonality present in the evolution of the
price over the period 2000 to 2016. They also satisfac-
torily predict the path of wine prices out of sample,
suggesting that the models could be useful for making
accurate forecasts of future price trends. In the absence
of futures markets for wines at the lower end of the
market, such forecasts could in principle provide addi-
tional information to market participants and improve
the functioning of the bulk market for generic wines.
This paper therefore contributes to both the wine

Figure 8. Unconditional forecasts for various sub-periods (with one standard error confidence intervals) – red line is the forecast
and blue dots are the observed prices.
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economics and commodity price forecasting litera-
tures, as well as providing a tool for wine professionals.

This work could be extended in many directions.
First, it would be obviously interesting to make
forecasts for other large bulk wine-producing
regions in Spain, Chile or Australia for instance.
Second, other methods could be used to make fore-
casts of the price of Bordeaux red wine. A structural
approach based on competitive storage models could
be promising and a comparison of the results
obtained from the two approaches could be of inter-
est. The assumption would be that state-space meth-
ods are useful for short term forecasts while storage
models, which integrate weather conditions and har-
vest predictions, would be relevant for medium term
forecasts. The methods could be complementary.
Third, this paper raises the issue for professionals
of creating a future market for generic wine, which
would make sense in a globalized sector. What could
be the conditions for establishing such a market?
What would be traded: varietal wines such as
Merlot or Cabernet, or geographical delimited
wines like Bordeaux or Rioja?
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